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U. S. SECRET SERVICE

December 5, 1968

Mrs. Nixon  

U. S. Secret Service

Procedures for Packages and Gifts

Attached are procedures which have been instituted for the handling of packages for yourself, Mr. Nixon, Miss Patricia Nixon and Miss Julie Nixon.

William L. Duncan
Special Agent in Charge
Nixon Protective Detail

WLD: pr
PROCEDURE FOR PACKAGES AND GIFTS FOR
SEARCHLIGHT # 1, 2, 3 AND 4 IN NEW YORK CITY

All packages and gifts for Searchlight # 1, 2, 3 and 4 should be sent to Nixon Headquarters, 450 Park Avenue, New York City, New York, for processing.

The processing should consist of examination by fluoroscope, or opening of the package by a Secret Service representative.

All packages, gifts examined by a Secret Service representative are to be logged in the package examination log book.

Packages and gifts should not be opened unless it is necessary to determine that the package is of no harm to the principals.

The gifts and packages intended for Searchlight # 1, 2 and 3 will then be stored for later delivery to the White House.

The packages and gifts intended for Searchlight # 4 should be set aside in the designated area where they will be regularly picked up by Manolo Sanchez and taken to 810 Fifth Avenue for delivery to Searchlight # 4.

No perishable items should be kept or delivered to any of the principals.

The Nixon Staff is not required to open any of the gifts or packages for the above principals. Their procedure is to identify the sender and send an acknowledgment note to the effect that the gift has been received and will be sent to the White House at a later date for further processing. If a package or gift is received and the Secret Service representative determines through fluoroscopic examination that it is not of danger to the people at 450 Park Avenue or any of our principals, and it is not possible to determine who the sender is, then it is the responsibility of the Nixon Staff to open the package in order to determine the sender.
MEMBERSHIP AND HANDICAP VERIFICATION

PLAYER NO. NI145
CLUB NO. JMV

NIXON RICHARD M
IS A MEMBER OF
LOS ANGELES C.C.

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GOLF ASSOCIATION

1968

THE ABOVE PLAYER NUMBER IS YOUR S.C.G.A. IDENTIFICATION FOR HANDICAPPING PURPOSES.

PLEASE DETACH THIS STUB AND INSERT ONE CARD IN PLASTIC HOLDER ON GOLF BAG. CARRY OTHER CARD IN WALLET.
Dear Miss Woods,

I hope you don't mind if I write to you, once in a while and give you a report on how people feel about The President. So far in his appointments he has done fine. As I told you in my other letter I could not come back there for the inauguration, but I wonder if it would be possible for me to have an invitation for a souvenir. It might be the least inaugurate, I will be a bit far. Give your boss my best wishes for the best of luck.

Sincerely

Vesta Iverson

MRS. S. C. IVESON
2525 56 S W.
Seattle, Washington 98116
Miss Rose Mary Woods,

Pinehurst Hotel,

New York.

R. M.

Rejected.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Gerry Van der Heuvel
   Cassie Thompson

FROM: Rose Mary Woods

Former Congresswoman Katharine St. George who is now active with the Women's National Republican Club in New York is most anxious to have Mrs. Nixon accept a special Citation at their annual award luncheon on January 25, 1968. If at all possible they would like to have her there to accept in person but if not would like to have Tricia come and accept it in her place.

They are going to try to get Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower (who was the recipient last year) to present the citation to Mrs. Nixon. (David Eisenhower accepted the citation for his Grandmother last year -- all of the Nixons were there -- and the President Elect spoke.)

Needless to say, they are still trying to work out something so that RN would at least do a drop by but I do not think there is any chance of that.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Mrs. Nixon
FROM: Rose Mary Woods

Patty Lasky called to say that she had been approached by a publisher to do a book on you. She was calling here to ask whether you would consider allowing her to do one. We, of course, could be sure it would be a warm, friendly book as Patty is one of your greatest fans.

She said this would not take any of your time right now -- she would go to work on research, clips, etc. and then later on would have to have some time with you.

Please advise.
For the telethon if RN is asked some questions on what his leadership will bring to America, I suggest an approach which might tie together the efforts of the campaign.

If RN's candidacy has meant anything, it has been that the U. S. must be restored to her past heights. There has to be a restoration of faith in America's people and institutions. The touchstone of a Nixon Administration will be a "renewal of faith."

For young people who are disenchanted, their faith must be renewed in the viability of "the system." For the blacks and the poor, we must help restore faith in progress by peaceful evolution. Abroad, the world's faith must be renewed in our goodwill and the need for a meaningful security. For the forgotten Americans, RN will renew faith in America's greatness and how that greatness was carefully built by the people who have since become forgotten.

The theme -- "A Renewal of Faith"-- embodies the whole spectrum of what RN will bring to his Administration. It is the warp and woof of the campaign. To renew faith in our country is the call to a change to all that is good in the society.
Mr. Nixon: Senator Eugene McCarthy has recently endorsed Hubert Humphrey. What impact do you think this will have on the election?

Well, I have always admired Senator McCarthy for his candor. Yesterday, while speaking at Portland State College in Oregon, he said, "I made the switch to Humphrey, and I think the rest of you ought to suffer with me."

I think the people of this country have suffered with Mr. Humphrey and the kind of leadership he offers the nation. Four years is long enough.

Senator McCarthy may be suffering because he switched to Humphrey, but I don't think the rest of the country is going to suffer along with him.
October 19, 1968

TO: RN
FROM: Research Staff
RE: Operation Extra Effort - Conceived in the mind of the Candidate and dedicated to the proposition that there is a dime's worth of difference.

When a fourth-rate political hack like Hubert Humphrey can seize RN's marginal positions on the high issues, then, we think, it's time for Extra Effort.

Some of the media have gone too far in attempting to weaken the Nixon forces as against the Humphrey forces.

But we say this to you: Let the time never come when those who do research for a Democrat can work faster than those who do research for a Republican.

The balance of power must always be tipped in RN's favor. Here are 227 reasons why, suitably bound and specially titled.

The Research Staff
SCHEDULE

Research and writing begun.................Monday a.m., October 15
Research and writing completed............Wednesday a.m., October 16
Source list completed.....................Thursday a.m., October 17
Final proofing completed.................Thursday p.m., October 17
Finished copies.............................Friday p.m., October 18
Delivered to RN in Boston..................Friday p.m., October 18

Direction and edition: Annelise Anderson, Dick Allen, Bill Casey, Alan Greenspan

Staff R&W: Mary Froning
          Patsy Sturdy
          Jim Gidwitz
          Valerie Bloom
          Tom Cole
          Michael Guhin
          Ken Khachigian
          Darrell Trent
          Agnes Waldron
          Barbara Ballou
          Geoff Geilich
          Tina Parkinson
          Lucy Colagiovanni
          Jessie Horack
          Marcia Bauer
          Diane Labakas
          Dick McCormack
          Lee Huebner
Hon. Richard M. Nixon  
Key Biscayne, Florida  

October 9, 1968  

Dear Mr. Nixon:  

There are three messages that I was asked to relay to you and, since Manolo mentioned he was going to Key Biscayne, I hope you won't mind my taking the liberty of giving this note to him.  

Mrs. Rudy Vallee called from L. A. this afternoon to tell me about a "WOMEN FOR NIXON" luncheon that she and Sybel Brand are co-hosting on Monday, October 14th from 1PM to 4 PM.  

Mrs. Vallee asked if it would be possible for you to send a night letter Sunday, October 13th, to be delivered during the luncheon, signed by you and Mrs. Nixon, wishing them well or some such thing.  

Mayor Yorty called this afternoon and asked me to relay this message to you. Dr. A. Hammer would like to know if there are any Senators you would like to help, and he would let them know that it came through your suggestion.  

Also the Mayor called a second time to mention a conversation he had with you about the more visual usage of TV media. He mentioned the benefit of a large map, particularly of Southeast Asia, that could be made available to you. His Honor went into some detail about how this could be used to explain the importance of maintaining communications throughout the world, what is meant by sea and air lanes, and refueling bases, and what has happened since the British left the Suez, pointing out what this country is deficient in (metals and fuels), and where they come from, etc. etc. And how verbally and visually this could be made interesting.  

The Mayor also mentioned the use of an inflation chart for the wage earner to see what has happened to the dollar.  

Both sound like excellent ideas, and should you want to avail yourself of them, we can proceed on this end to secure a proper map and an inflation chart...unless we hear to the contrary.  

(cont.)
Enclosed is a clipping from the Post about your brother who is the best liked person at headquarters. Gaye didn't like the caption, but I think it is very simpatico.

Just watched you on the CBS question and answer ad, and we all thought it was very good. Got a big laugh on your line about, "I'm glad George Ball resigned, because I was thinking of changing him anyway."

The day Mr. Ball made his outrageous remarks, I was so enraged I wrote a long and tedious poem--which I won't bore you with, except one line:

"So when you call Dick tricky, better say it with some pride"
"For only a magician could save this country's hide."

Everything is fine back at the ranch and everywhere we go we hear, "Nixon, Nixon, Nixon, the next President", which makes all of us very happy.

Every good wish,

Ann Duggan
MR. NIXON: What is your program for black Americans?

First, I intend to begin this Administration by telling black Americans and the rest of Americans the truth -- by declaring a moratorium on false promises and pie-in-the-sky pledges. These are the things responsible for the current disillusionment in the ghettos of America, in my view.

Secondly, I am going to propose new programs the purpose of which will be to get people off welfare rolls and onto payrolls in this country. The Welfare State of Mr. Humphrey is old and obsolete; it is not good enough for the New Society.

Third, I intend to propose programs whereby it will be easier for black Americans and Mexican Americans and other groups in this country who have been blocked off from opportunity -- to enable them to move off the payrolls into the offices of management -- as owners and businessmen in their own right.

Now, let me make this clear. We are not going to have overnight harmony and prosperity in the Negro Community. But we are going to have progress and it's going to be in the right direction. And we are going to have an Administration that is willing to listen to the justified complaints of black America, an Administration whose heart is in the right place, an Administration that is going to be tough and firm in many
things -- but an Administration that will be compassionate. There is no conflict between justice and order in this country. In my view, they are complimentary.
Graham:

Reputation (Christ)
1. Don't worry about society's view

Urgency
2. About life & death

Simplicity

Decision - call for a verdict

Be wise as serpent & harmless as a dove.

Paul: Befriend all men in order to win some.

Transportation:

1. Need to review fast class
2. Fast track system

2. Can't do it by arm.
3. Just do it by organization.
Complete overhaul of judiciary.
1. Need for change - speed up justice.
2. Racial after 75.
3. They made it too easy for the criminals.

Plan for new order.
(N.R. good)

One speech to Negro.

Law and Order.
Their responsibility.
Deeds the headlines out.

One speech to white.
Their responsibility.

The Answer of the 21st Century.
We are not to fritter around—by 2 X 4 notions;
our aid—general, our
but not misconstrued, urgent.

The never-ending age

We work for peace—
speak for peace—
but not from weakness.

Spiritual:

1. Every school Room 10 turn a note

modesty

1. No moral tracity
2. We need the moral law—right & wrong

72. To want project morality

We can't tolerate
an endless war
We must end the war.
MR. NIXON: What can a President do about crime in the streets of this country? Law enforcement is essentially a local problem. Yes, it is a local problem -- but it is also a national crisis. And a President can do many things. He can give the moral leadership that this country hasn't had in recent years in the war against crime. He can put priority in legislation going up to the Hill on crime control measures that haven't been gotten the priority they deserve. He can appoint an Attorney General who will be an aggressive general in the war against crime and not a conscientious objector. He can name to the United States Supreme Court men who understand just what is happening to the security on the streets of this country, who will recognize that the millions of victims of this country have rights just as the criminals do. If you want to see what a President can accomplish to bring peace and security to the streets and cities of America -- I suggest you elect me and you'll find out -- Give us the mandate and we shall do the job.
MR. NIXON: What do you consider the most important issue of the 1968 election? Vietnam or Law and Order? And which one should the people vote on?

The most basic issue is even more overriding than that. It is the question of whether the United States can continue for four more years with the men who have sat while peace collapsed in the United States, while security disappeared from our cities and streets. A choice between men who have for four years been unable to bring an honorable end to the war in Vietnam. A choice between that and new leadership. A new coalition of Republicans and Democrats and Independents is desperately needed, in my view, to lead this country out of the current crisis. That is the issue.

Whether the men responsible for America's problems, the men who couldn't solve them should be given another four years. I don't think their record shows America can afford them for four more years. That is the issue -- more of the same or a new beginning in dealing with these crises.
November 4, 1968

MEMORANDUM

TO: DC

FROM: Buchanan

RE: Gut Lines to Hit

George Wallace, if the polls are right, may be the man who re-elected this Administration. It is a choice between Nixon and Humphrey. Those who vote for Wallace let others make that choice. They protest this Administration; but they are taking the risk of letting other re-elect it.

Narcotics and pronography are two areas where the Federal Government can move to protect the children of this country -- and we are going to start moving in these areas just as soon as we win this election.

The parents of Catholic and Protestant and Jewish children who save the taxpayers dollars by educating their own children are doing a national service -- and it is time in my view that government at every level recognized that service.
The basic issue in this election is can we survive four more years of the kind of leadership that has plagued this country the last four years. When voters step into that booth -- ask themselves do we need a change from what we have had. You will not get a change by voting for this man of this Administration, this man of the past.

The men who could not keep order in their own convention in Chicago cannot bring order to the cities of America. The men who could not even unite their own party cannot unite the American people. That is why we must have new leadership.

On gun control, my opponent Mr. Humphrey as always seeks to have a massive new bureaucracy created to register and locate every gun in the country and keep the files in Washington. I think that the states have responsibility here as elsewhere; and that is why I favor this function, like other functions, to the states. There is a difference between California and Colorado in terms of need for gun registration, and I think that California and Colorado should make that decision.
Mr. Nixon: Suppose nobody wins on Tuesday, will you try to engineer a deal in the House of Representatives?

Absolutely not. There can't be any "deals" for the Presidency.

But the problem is even bigger than this. We've got to recognize that if there were no clear-cut decision by the voters tomorrow, America would be thrown into one of the worst constitutional crises in its history.

In the condition it's in today, America can't afford that kind of a crisis.

That's why I've pledged in advance that if there were no decision on election day, I would support for the Presidency the man who receives the greatest number of popular votes -- whoever, that is. I've challenged Mr. Humphrey to put country above personal ambition, and join me in that pledge. On television yesterday, he flatly refused. And I'll tell you why: it's because his whole strategy is based on the hope that he can exploit the third-party candidacy to gain the Presidency without winning the election. He hopes that George Wallace will get enough votes so that he -- Humphrey -- can lose the election, and still deal his way into the Presidency in the House of Representatives.

I say that a President chosen in that manner couldn't govern the country. We can't afford four years of a man without a mandate -- especially at a time like this, when the first need is to pull a bitterly divided country together again.
Since Mr. Humphrey has said flatly that he refuses to abide by the judgment of the people, I say that he doesn't deserve the trust of the people.

NOTE: This is carefully couched so that the pledge does not apply if RN comes in second in popular vote but wins a majority of the electoral vote.
VIETNAM

Mr. Nixon: What would you do if South Vietnam continues to refuse to join the Paris talks?

First, I hope the South Vietnamese will change their minds and agree to go to Paris. We have to recognize that there are some very difficult questions to be worked out about the precise relationships if both they and the Viet Cong -- the National Liberation Front -- are present at the same talks. The South Vietnamese understandably don’t want the talks to be a precedent for imposing a coalition government on South Vietnam; if this happened, it would only be a way-station on the way to a complete Communist take-over, and from our standpoint we’d be throwing away all that our men in Vietnam have fought to achieve.

I'm sure that when he agreed to stop the bombing, President Johnson expected the South Vietnamese to participate in the talks. If he didn't, he would have been playing our side’s trump card for nothing. I have offered, after the election, if I am elected, to go to either Paris or Saigon if the President and the Secretary of State think it would be helpful, in order to speak the process of agreement.

Nothing has higher priority than bringing this war to a swift and honorable end. And I will do everything possible to help President Johnson move the conflict toward peaceful settlement during the remainder of his term in office. By showing a united front here at home, we can persuade Hanoi that it has nothing to gain by waiting for a new Administration to take office next January.
From the start of this campaign, I have made it clear that, as far as I was concerned, the pursuit of peace was beyond politics. I have felt that the best thing I could do, as a candidate, to help speed a settlement of the war was to give my full support to the President in whatever moves he might make to help bring about peace, so that the men in Hanoi would have no hope that they could profit from partisan division here in the United States.

This has been the responsible way. It may not have been the most exciting way. But in the long run, whatever effect it may have had on tomorrow's election, I am convinced that history will judge it to have been the way that contributed most to the actual achievement of peace.
October 19, 1968

TO: RICHARD M. NIXON

Here is your copy of the NIXON SOURCEBOOK. Let me explain that while you are the last one to receive a copy, I didn't feel you would need a reference during the campaign! The 150 others -- surrogates, state chairmen and key staff members -- did need to be informed on your position on the different issues.

I'm sure you'll notice immediately that many issues you've covered are not in the SOURCEBOOK. The reason is that I had to stop production on it for the last five weeks of the campaign, and you've been covering many issues in these weeks. In fact, I've regretted that I couldn't include everything because the SOURCEBOOK would be so well filled out.

I joined your campaign in March, and it has honestly been an experience and an honor that I'll never forget.

Good luck!

Michele Weiss
V

where do we go?

1. We can see long seeing where we have been.

2. We can see short seeing where we are.

3. We can see distant taking less or violence.

4.某点 civil right is to be free from violence.

5. Some that human respect.

6. Violence or indiscriminately leads to misbehavior which brings war.

7. Hostile is west of poor.

8. Some a helpless nurse.

9. Speck:

- Time for stranger in D.C. to start thinking of issues in
country.

- If we don't do better job balancing food level, million of
Amin will have a harder job to balance fairly budget.

10. Unity:

- One Nation - geographically - land
- One Nation - people
- A common purpose but room for many differences.
- We must listen to those who disagree.

11. We must:

- Popular - written powers
- Smarter to express fun - not to.

12. Make unity - for accident of all mankind.
- Amin is trouble not been gone - but leader - failed
- We must lead to match question of our people.
- We must turn good if you could - open heart, minds, this picture
out of pressing peace quality than that of ignoring war.
- All will see then program ends.
- We can exempt violence.

13. America must was required. Today an example to be
avoided - not followed.
- If we are to return respect to home - must lay plan to
begin in at home.
Confid in U.S. leadig - seek to learn

Now if a man not to be a man in Lenin

Don't fear loss - come in for looking into minds - honest

not our hands.

Saying - in sight of a lot like a bear ofer - central

not. They can be snuffed out by blandi ty

Lenin.

Judging honesty can create no greater harm than

trible of principle.

Bold of you but to do for people what they

can't do for them.

Need more energy in great task less great in energy.

We should not be complaint about our faults - no

apologies about our strength.

Change a city of progress

Can be no progress with crime -

no virtue in crime -

no justice in crime.

Down her been flooding to D.C. for 20 year - time to

flow back to native, grunt & to punish.

Amen for C.S.I.

What we are for -

Pioneer - Part of, class, section, great, Black fiction

Compton Job Bank

Progress Villa - Black, Leon Bollin.

Wont wrong to be spent as people scufit - want

as D.C. scufit.
Conclusion:
1. 76 - look back over 8 years -
2. 1900 - 3 occur in a generation - (with some details)
   1. Not just in your world -
      - Must catch the best brains of world -
   2. Each - win 5 - you have power to change the
      lemma Lamia can change the world.
   3. We need your help - for elect -
      to participate in help a better nation -

People are not sick in some our criteria claim -
1. They are sick about what they need to change -

New outline:
What do people want from govt -
1. Peace abroad
2. Good arts & home -
3. Opportunity -
   1. I don't tell you what govt will
data for you - but who you do for self -
   4. Education -
   5. Security

It:
For a policy a day -

I have seen the wicked question of Lamia -
1. Its mordant, Loki -
2. Its great city -
3. Its mass, just same -
4. Its people -


We shall have an open Adam.

1. Open to ideas, free people.
2. Open to in communion with people.
3. Allow openness, agree, oppose. Only with an open and civil dialogue can people see maintain their trust.

So long as that belief in law & due care to safeguard justice is dominant, it prevails.

We shall listen to people.

1. Not just the clear or complete voice -
2. But the quiet voice - the inner voice.
   - That speaks through the silence - that speaks from the heart & conscience.
3. People will not have to drop laws to be heard. They won't have to shout or resort resort to violence.
   - Great quiet forgather majority.

History can determine as great change than election to be president.

At the election because reason.

1. We have vision.
2. We have solution.

I ask you to join us, not in doing something for your county, but in doing something with your county.

1. I ask not for you gift but for your hands.

The dream, dream shall be fulfilled at last in dirty.

Get in agreement this sacred challenge with a sense of the majesty of the moment.

1. Except challenge - not as a burden - a fear -
   - But in confidence - people must recognize -
   - Must challenge.
Baseball - Series:

Peaceament:

1. Stay busy and it will save us time and not cost us more lives.

Amm is a real center. 

Amm is not lost - it is waiting to be found again.

I believe in young people.

The traffic is all one way.

Forgotten Amim suggests his guilt.

1. He cannot expect his guilt to support him.

Young:

1. For every morality going to college to register a protest.

There are thousands going to register a protest.

Amm is in trouble not because her people have failed but because her leaders have failed.

Place to begin is at home.

The ground is more important than the ground we stand on.

Young:

We have a great purpose to live for

Black Amim didn't want some some organs.

That perpetuates dependency.

Wallace:

Not enough to vote for.

Must vote yes for progress - new policies.
Check in DC: "Check a jug in church house - because of theft & vandalism -
Where & how - August 19th. 
Get Armed - get Armed.
Words meet truths of mind - Never
Words meet namby-pamby - Death & Crime

Don't drive carry guns, Scary

Wade - Work - Vote
Long the War - War and Session - be generally prepared
Yes & Disapprove - But it always goes

Give up 3 x as fast in last 8 years as made this.

(Business) Find - negative stuff W/W?"

Only way protect the great majority we can fast to get our leaders in the worst majority to
decide the job.

Have a Party)

Federal rule - home rule

You want them to break down to be heard

Square T's? Courage - wired?

Bomb

Must have been a stupid; only that
Just to protect our farms & men.

1. We should stop collect. when it
   will save most cost live
2. When action by enemy will bring
   war close to end

Sick? - sick about what happened to Army
We will reduce line when we can
1. When we make it less profitable
   & more risky to break on law
2. Wave of law not wave of just
   Crime does not designate -
   Those who obey law have a sound right to protect as such
Taxes are too high.
1. Some not in people's hands -
2. In this campaign, he has special program - cost 50c
3. Only $1 every through campaign
4. Will mean raise in wage - cost of living for mother.

Wallace:
1. A vote for me - no - against iddle
2. A vote for N - you - for - yourself
3. Hungry people - work with Wallace people.
4. Have been called many names, no one.

- Don't call him a crook.
- I disagree with his views.
- People must get up as Wallace.
- Only way to get help for people will come from don't not an armed camps.

Bank loan:
1. Not H - but ruin large -
2. The risk of Bank loan.

Rural Poverty - equal chance for all.

University - Rule of Reason, Rule of Force,

Those who apply rule of force do not belong there it should be give up.

Crime will double in 4 years in next 4 years.
1. 43% of people afraid to be a week at night.

Organized Crime cost 5.00 per year
600 Custom officials to stop the Narcotics
6000 are back country -uring
560000 are back country -uring
200000 are back country -uring
1000000 are back country -uring

61 million could volunteer 2.5 million
6 million man hours per week

300,000 - volunteers
100,000 - volunteers
100,000 - volunteers
35,000 - volunteers
The end of human life
Crime will double
Unemployment will be at least
Wage & Price controls, unemployment -

Halloween - fear & sin

Don't look back - look forward

Debates - he is a debate -

What the election is about -
Girl - in - fame -
Bob - Nixon - yes my
Teacher - grumpy -
75 yrs old - in well -
A woman -
A Chinese -
We have been losing - start winning

Dr. Martin law & order

Soft heart -
A man with a heart will give a man a tale in security
He will stand up for the society
Struck out -
Airport Hump's plans - flying round round picture -
Museum Union -
Secretary LV. 83 -
Dale to go with J.B. J. - back to bank earning more hoping it soon
Dr. seumice coming 4 years - gets to Norm Dr.
Don't hear to phreene
Ball game - I was going to play after anyway.
It wants a decent of 10 Log - He is one.
Like 48 - like earning you with what you golf

A great philosophy is not a philosophy to be put -
It is a philosophy to be fun.
Nothing casts you to the limit ever.
Set the people some formal.
No dignity in being and of a deal -
Bohemia - Spain -

Don't tell people what they can get for -
but what they can do for sale - for each.
Need more don't in
leaving in great less than that in leaving.
Spread many as people as you shut in and greater.

People will not how to break don't believe

Will not use taxpayers money to build
good people to the pay

Forgot to remain.

Rule of Reason pull of here -
one winner with few can work to change it or
break the law
Moreเพทารีน Sante

Man looks back to the past - because

Conclusion

The moment plays a great role -
1. Were we there - or did we
   set it out?

2. America great era -

Don't

Give more & more to people who do less

Adult Delinquency

New United Party

Wars come from miscoulties -
1. + - surrender trumpet -

Population up 10% - Budget up 9470

to since the left off -

What do we have for it?

Crime

Debt -

Taxes -

Slums -

A double the Convicts rate will
as more to stop crime that

quadruply funds for war or poverty.
Mandate for change -
If you failed, it's not excepted.

- A man - uncertain
- Men who helped to get us into trouble

Pledge -
- Social justice - high level
- Wage earning jobs - real wage

This time to get a change is too great.

Rick Smith died in post -
Emerging stronger from trouble -
Aged - one program away from poverty economy

Amount of silence for voter family $167.55

Fed Rule - how old -

A few give a bad image to America -
- Time to step it up
- Muskies - can break law or work to change
- Are it a real challenge of wetting & men price

We must win - for -俄
- Fight for -
- Taxpayer
- Wage earn -
- The draft -
Robin: M.Y. '23

Rule of Reason are Rules of Power in Un santé.

Mark: Am I in same - perfect for you.

Rule: Unite: Am I gay or old.

'Black & White.'

Q. Train to just be in power.

A. We are no party - divided.

M. Breakfast for dinner.

Look at Am I: Come etc. - and they say 4 more years?

Q. We did not care at the way forward.

Dr. An: I will appoint and court; who will set;

A. Court back a decision too.

Q. When as result - 'Saw taw' - saw few ants.

M. I wanted judges - dedicated - last;

Q. Who will resign.

We shall elect.

People will not have to shout a mist to be heard.

Full line move of the party:

got to approwse are used to fight poverty,

not to look on yielded organic a

bible people to obey the law.

Conclusion:

"What is the life if not

Strive for noble cause - to

make the middle world

a better place in which to live after you are gone.

We have had a great heritage.

Q. The third rich, corrupt, loot our widows.

Q. Our greatest virtue are

not to be come - our greatest
T.V. Should at least finish a draft card.

One of danger violent demokratis.

Trick of speech is heard by some it
will not be used by others.

Millions shall participate in building
a great, better Jew: for
self & other.

Let's hang on by as well as for

Stuck on dead center.

Frankfort - State Corp. vs. Court

Not once did he mention the civil rights today.

Some one must speak for someone.
Shoots & cheap brush - how

They say they are for other poor
up on wall - without pleasure

Must we be reminded for what our fathers did for
use of for what we did for ourselves?

Now - a word which if lost can

mean be recorded

open world

Local control (what is taught in our schools)

or I do not call for given specific

prescription but a certain of choice.
Many of our go back to 30s -
not start grown -

○ out of step with history
○ can't afford to be led into 70s

We stand on threshold of a new age
when all we have learned will be put
to test of history

Self respect, pride, (black pride)
○ give people a chance to cede jury
○ no pride on receiving end of a dare

The past few years have been
long wait in a mind spirit
It's time to let in the new
○ I am letting the dark out of
on my color

Can't bottle up despair - call that
content stability, nor can we
let impotence exploit it anomaly
○ call that perpetual progress

A shadow has fallen from the dawn of confine,
feud, rebellion, violence
Now they considere that shadow

One respite thing to do is to prevent
to give more room to people who do
civil rights - We should help people help
But our heart is quiet & governed
to enough

Ready -
Helpless -
the who haven't had a chance
Queen Muriel quit

Debated in empty chair - He lost that

Volunteer again - He felt it how - lost life

6/12 - will help - mobility, again

America is not lost - it is waiting to be paid again

America is less dangerous now receding

Quiet exactly group - quiet & start

Very group of people

Said, that belie in law & has
courage to expoit - belie i just

A was determined to promote it,
belie in group - to show how to inspire

I am coming for forget the term -

The more shouten -

More record for failure -

A mandate for change

Comment to earn the clerk.

I see a dead child -

- a town's age - my hatred - with it

An old lady - social security. Schottro.

Wife of Police - look up

Brother T. B. - Faith, Charity - Medicine.

Most express create - Death by law for self among

The self least.

Thus for tendancy to

Have a heard heart.

Party of past - my men of past -

See i believe in the people -

No more my meekly - selfish - generous -

Give in human -

2 case.
Quote:
Humphrey - June 28

"Not the being silent, peace of emptiness
The peace of not doing anything for 8 years.

1. De plus
   The hard times.
2. We could use that kind of leadership.
3. Prosperity since war.
4. No riots -

Nothing on slavery and of a date -

Conclusion:
America is a great country -
We are fortunate to live at the time in America.
We shall meet the challenge & victory comes from that step by step & event by event.
They are sideling while history is made by others.

1. Step up - don't be called out or attack.
2. A country - an age of respect, reconciliation,
   proud to be American.
3. Whether America fails or succeeds depends on each of you.
   a great cause.

We rounded corners -
8 years ago - (16 years ago) - we had same - but this time win.
Win on a victory mood -
Voice of America:
1. Not noise.
2. No second whiteirma going to do from
   America is not hard - wanting to be found again.
First time we were about one peace at home.
Ask Roman. Only.

Dark enough you can see the stars -
Shadows cause America will understand - you
Great sound of history - we can't blame anyone else.
Rather than tell people what they

can get for good if they don't work-

tell them they can do for others if they do work.

Blimey, boys -
A better day is coming.

On her own choice
They've had the chance
Give us a chance.

Barlow Springs
Let's look at records
N.R. - home
Federal Rules - home next.

Twin flag is not a document for anybody in command.
From Pink and our pals who help us
Let's not aid those who help our Enemies.

Negotiate in your state.
For if your death given, with such glory.

good to be home again.
We shall the way in 69.
You have more free - service cars - jamboree -
You want to keep something by caring here -
I know you.

I hang your money in D.C. - in a nice key serum.
The agent takes - (cat up in - chair) (wedding)
We can tell about you.
We can do studies about it.

I don't say - about me - (3rd) apply.北京市
The important one you give me every - (campaign is bad)
Don't stop bombing until they stop.

Kill you home.

Wind - scents -
A smell of victory -
New coalition of Americ.

Take law into mind & heart not our hand.

Conclusion:
1. Ask each to talk to 10 -
   1. You can change your world - America.
2. We live at a great time when we can change the world. We can't no complaints.
   1. But America can't keep us busy & interest.
   3. Cut change world.
3. You can't stand if you don't get in a cause bigger than self.

Work as if you whole world depended on it.
Dr. & Phaedra

Turned white in W.H. - W. had enough.

Walking around in dark for 4 years.

It was his feeling up steam - his certainty

Sleeping late - in the morning.

Believed astronaut - Kameo - in orbit would.

If you put him in with hell, you'll excite in ground

by reason of your bill

Join me, Bill - Younger Mark Anthony

I came to buy 

Think I was back to Kansas.

Bill - I'm going up (Hope for the best)

Ship of State all sail around on

Conor - bad off come, it's in hand, proceed sound.

All the way with L.B.J. - U.S. to reach

For it.

War at the front - or future

Most to gain. Senate - I am.

Afraid of people - (He wants an honorary degree -

I want to earn a degree

Crime - Made D.C. a model city.

Sew City, if you want to Hubert it

When has he been last 4 years?

Debate

Know, H.H.

Let us be reasonable -

Compromise.
It's time for our North leaders in this state to face the fact that our courts in these cities -- to take the law from as against the criminal law.

Won't have to break law to be treated.

Fed Rule -- Home Rule --

Farmers can work -- get in a job --

1. Must not produce such it
   more profitable not to reach the market.
2. Taxpayers should not be required
   to pay money to people who can
   work -- refuses to do so.

Or crime of Peace:

1. One man any year
2. One man any year
   -- Talk Peace or produce Peace

Young America

This is the great time to be alive -- the crime quotient.

1. So many problems -- so many hopes
2. Participate -- play a part
3. Let the people come forward.

Future -- Crime will double.

War goes on -- Danger Abroad
Peace and Taxes go up --

Expect good news.

A time to vote for your future.

Property owner, you can influence

Come when you look back, you can say:

1. I didn't vote for it
2. I played a part
3. I shut the light in WH -- We've been Blacked
4. I helped bring a new day
Majesty of the moment - High
you are most powerful.

Those who obey law have as much right
to protect as those who break it.

- Pray for each, not to future.

It might be enough to be against, but not
good enough for them anymore.

Adult Delinquency.

Soft hand - softmazing.

New United Party - United America.

Fed Rule - Home rule.

Militia will participate.

Stuck in dead center.

They have formed the Billings club.
1. worst acts; worst plans; worst hatred.

Situation
If this moment is lost can men improve.

Is this the end of America?

Shall America be 79.
Long gone are the days when votes ought to be counted

1. only as those who can hold the ballot -
2. but giving major-

19 year old boys should be heroes if they cheer -
3. as they cheered -
4. get back into a bag & record it

3. Same sub-title -
4. because it's very fly.
5. I hate it but you need -

Her to future is open, week -
6. for all who good could
7. but I would not encourage for 度意 or
8. those who look stupid!

Some people cry out -
9. we have endured too much -
10. we don't want what we have endured for last 4 year

1. I hate it the three -
2. No they eh -
3. start -
4. Namely they -
5. It is like
6. now join for resolution

Will take people to consider

Frank, Oberly -
1. one place echo -
2. will

Can for all who can need.
3. Don't the tell judge what they can get
4. if they don't work -
5. tell the what

1. why you can get -
2. if they do work

3. No dignity remaining end of whole

This part online can change the world -
4. this is what it
deserves -
5. This is the end of world

Cerita
1. Spanish Singer -
2. Cerita is troub -
3. not go -
4. because she was -
5. from -
6. her books, her -
7. book -
8. second to match our prince
I went:

a quiet heart for the needy - who can help himself
a quiet spirit for those who can help self

Peaceful world

Peaceful cities (expected to be fallen - not avoided) - Luke 16 -

Greater than affirmative gesture

One thing of you to bust men

to bust ideas

One more, say, mild heart

We're the sort of people for people

Now let us be sort of it by Jesus

Forget the要有 supports. (Rigolot) He doesn't expect his lord to support him.

6/1 million would vote 2.45 million new houses for week - I have no need to call all the employees of our work

Talk of the w H i t

Except for

They spent more - it for what?

We will be broken in on, we

confirm our deem - make it less need to

break the. 4 7 6 he cannot - men consider

6 doubting another as to evil

as mean the 4 7 6 won in poverty

Stand still book book or journal

Was born in death to die - go forth to learn of me

Chains of life a life


Commie quite not much by tag
its great but by quantity of its people.

Commie is not lost - It is surely
to be found again.

Light the light to WT.
Bring us together (we both)

We stand on the field of a great age where all
our hope - will be spent to close of century.

Past 4 years there been a longwite in Commie Grant
its time to let in the sea

1. Time to let the check out our下令

As of want to correct - to give or promise to
give more room to people who do less than

Don't look back - don't Jordan

School Discipline

Students - Rule out a Rub / Ann

Forgotten Ann
Boy Tape etc

War congress maintained

Adults - Disregarding
Who election is about

Commie
- Plant a tree.

- Peace:
  - Dedicated to Peace.
  - Need to define the trouble spots - (Russia)
  - Castro - (e.g., trade)
  - Need cars who will devote time/effort.

- Agree - personalize.
  - Set in chain.
  - I want to vote for you - confidence.
  - Agree -
    - Make me do.
    - Read a great deal of Mr. S.
    - What has been.

- Civil Rights plan done. Bump down an entire beam.
  - Every question should be: -
    - Mexico V. Memo - Soon on way to them -

  - Draft -

- Social Security:
  - Couple who called me.
  - Not just -

- Medicare:
  - Fear of eliminating benefits.
  - Tax benefits.

- I am confused.
  - Overweight.

- Binding Nation words.
  - It's a real perk.
  - Company = OK - but manufactured sensing.
  - Get into a couple design then sell.
People want to be cared for—
1. But they want else

Parent wants to give love & care—
1. But a good parent challenge
2. Childish—

Pride— in being an American—

Peace—
1. N. the time
2. Other time got no they fee for it
3. Let's get some progress—

Chimney— I have notion go down staxon
Which leads to dark gully
Beard & fire at burning
Then open end—
But won't then stop crumble, only stronger
Then break—

2. Let light in cell—

Murder doesn't blend with extra chain
The 3rd— 1 chance in 3 President will die

What do people want?

Hospital costs of baby— up $750— Dr. 2770—

Social Security premium— not worth amount of 195 & annual
Will increase— but in real $
We should determine what is taught.

On a day we can see forever sunny
sky doesn't touch cloud through (ghostly)

Bank Halt — [elaboration on a few days]

— We need new —
— fresh idea — a — new
— spirit of unity —

10 — Bank Halt — again

Our to reach the crowd
— to go —